
THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
FOR THEATRE RESEARCH

LA FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE
POUR LA RECHERCHE THEATRALE

Founded in 1957 with the following aims:
To promote in all countries international liaison between organizations and individuals
devoted to theatre research.
To organize international conferences and symposia.
To obtain facilities in libraries, museums, etc., for theatrical research workers of all
countries.
To submit to the authorities of all countries the desirability of creating courses, institutes
and chairs of theatre research.

The I.F.T.R. has the following sections:
THE VENICE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THEATRE RESEARCH.
THE UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION, specially charged with research within universities and the
promotion of the teaching of Theatre Studies throughout the world.

All members receive the Review Theatre Research International published by the Oxford
University Press in association with the I.F.T.R.

MEMBERSHIP AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

FULL MEMBERS: Bodies whose sole function is theatre research. 160 Sw. F
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Bodies whose function is partly theatre research. 120 Sw. F
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS: Individuals who wish to participate in the work of the I.F.T.R. and
to support it. 45 Sw. F(40 Sw. F if member of body affiliated to I.F.T.R.)

Applications for membership should be addressed to the
Secretary General:
Tom Lawrenson
Dept. of French Studies
The University
Lancaster LAI 4YN, U.K.

THEATRE RESEARCH / RECHERCHES THEATRALES
The International Federation published the journal Theatre Research/Recherches Thiatrales
from 1959 to 1975 when it was succeeded by Theatre Research International. During these years
many important articles of original research were published covering the whole field of
theatre history from the earliest times, and particularly Shakespeare and the Elizabethan
period, to more recent figures such as Strindberg, Craig and Beckett. There have been special
issues on the themes of Opera, the Playwright as Director, and Reinhardt; a check-list of world
theatre on records; and reports on International Conferences and Symposia of the I.F.T.R.
In all 13 volumes were published in 35 issues. Back issues are still available.
University and institutional libraries, and especially those who have recently subscribed to the
new journal Theatre Research International, are recommended to take this opportunity of
completing their holding of the earlier issues of this publication, while copies last.

Price: per issue £1.75 ($4); per volume £3.50 ($S)
It is intended to publish one final volume (Vol. XIV), which will contain an Index to the fourteen
volumes, towards the end of 1976.
A few complete runs of the 14 volumes, including the Index, will be available at £50 ($115)

Enquiries and Orders are invited to

THEATRE RESEARCH
14 WORONZOW ROAD
LONDON NW8 6QE
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William Shakespeare
A Compact Documentary Life
S. Schoenbaum
'A splendid formidable book' wrote Geoffrey Bullough in The T.L.S. when
William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life was published in 1975. This new book
answers the demand for a cheaper, more compact edition. It contains the full text
of the original, together with fifty of the documents reproduced smaller, and
makes the resources of the world's greatest Shakespeare collections instantly
accessible. Illustrated £6.75

The Origins of Shakespeare
Emrys L Jones
This book asks the question 'How did Shakespeare happen ?' It is an attempt to
reduce the mysteriousness of Shakespeare's beginnings by showing on the one
side the great richness of his cultural inheritance and on the other the peculiarly
'Tudor' qualities of his earliest efforts. New light is thrown on the medieval
provenance of his tragedies and history plays, but the chief purpose throughout
is to see the plays more clearly 'as in themselves they really are'. £10

The Oxford Ibsen
Volume VIII: Little Eyolf, John Gabriel Borkman,
When We Dead Awaken
Edited and translated by
James Walter McFarlane
With this volume, the Oxford Ibsen achieves completion. In his illuminating
introduction Professor McFarlane writes of the critical problems presented by
these late plays and of the subtle irony with which Ibsen signals the disparity
between what is spoken and what is meant. £10.50

Actors and Audience
A Study of Asides and Related Conventions
in Greek Drama
David Bain
The aside is a familiar device in European drama. Dr. Bain argues that it
originated in Greek tragedy, and examines its occurrences in New Comedy and
particularly in the works of Menander. For the student of drama in general,
there is much to think about in this book on the extent to which author,
actors, and audience are involved in the successful realization of a dramatic
work. £9.75 Oxford Classical and Philosophical Monographs
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